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Address Loggerhead Deco, Inc. 
1640 La Dawn Drive 
53901 Portage Wisconsin

Country USA

State Wisconsin

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Custom Screen Printed Bottles
Color Spray Coating & Frosting Glass Capabilities

UV Screen Printing and Water Bourne Frost plus Spray 
The new, Patented UV Direct Screen Printing Process is for beverage containers. This process utilizes ultraviolet (UV) energy cured organic inks,
which are environmentally friendly and free of heavy metals, cadmium, solvents, and volatile organic compounds (VOC). This will create a carbonless
footprint package that is able to be recycled through the traditional waste management process.

Direct Organic Screen Printing

Loggerhead Deco provides direct screen printing to glass bottle decoration for the beverage industry. Direct screen printing (sometimes known as
applied color labeling - ACL) is a process by which ink is applied directly to the surface of a bottle and cured using ultraviolet light. The label design is
imprinted into the glass. Benefits include perfect registration, and labels that cannot be torn, scuffed, wrinkled, or soaked off the bottle surface.

Offering multicolor decorating and the potential for 360º wrap-around designs, direct screen-printing is a favorite of graphic designers seeking

flexibility and creativity for beyond what traditional paper labels or pressure sensitive labels offer.

On print runs from 100 cases to 100,000 cases, direct screenprinting is cost competitive with all other labeling applications. Special focus is
biodegradable colors

**

We are very excited to add spray coating and frost services to our custom bottle decorating capabilities. Sprays can add color to printed bottles in
dramatic fades, gradients, and vignettes.

Frosted glass is also available for just the look and feel you want in production. 
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